Sheath-core bicomponent fiber characterization by FT-IR and other analytical methodologies
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Abstract
The bicomponent fibers are a special class of fibers that consolidate two polymers in only one fiber in order to explore individual properties of each polymer and can be designed in a spatial configuration that allows the enhancement in application of this material. Thereby, an appropriate characterization of bicomponent fibers is very valuable to process monitoring, quality control and forensic investigation. The sheath-core bicomponent fiber composed by polyethylene (PE), polypropylene (PP) and titanium dioxide (TiO2) was analyzed by Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopy and other analytical methodologies. Results obtained by FT-IR using modern accessories showed efficiency to characterize the polymers of sheath (PE) and core (PP), moreover these polymers were confirmed by DSC (Differential Scanning Calorimetry). The morphology and elemental composition were also studied by scanning electron microscopy with energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (SEM/EDS). The thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) and colorimetric analysis allowed characterize and quantify the concentration of TiO2.
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1. Introduction

The bicomponent fiber is produced to explore properties nonexistent in the fiber constituted by a unique polymer and is developed in order to achieve better results in these criteria: luster, resistance, dyeing, shrinkage, and stability of the fiber. The spatial configuration of two components of fiber consists usually of two types: side by side and sheath-core. In the first configuration, two components are divided lengthwise in two or more different regions and, the second type, one component is in the core of fiber and another one around the core and is called sheath[5]. These fibers are also known as “composite”, “conjugate”, and “hetero” fibers and, nowadays, the majority of bicomponent fibers commercially produced is sheath-core which assumes different spatial configurations depending on core position [5].

Dasdemir et al.[4] also describes that the major application of these fibers is in nonwoven area and one of purpose of use includes the increase of flexibility and strength, improvement of melting process, cost reduction and enhancement in surface properties of material.

Andrzejewski, et al.[3] studied a new concept of bicomponent fibers as a base material for self-reinforced composite. The objective of this study was to explore the different thermal properties performed by bicomponent fibers when they are processed by different techniques, such as extrusion and injection molding.

The fibers are the main components of nonwoven and have performed an important role in mechanical properties[6]. There are also additives able to modify the fibers to communicate and improve desirable properties or reduce and remove some unwelcome attributes to final product. One example of modification is the use of delustrant component which reduces the brightness as long as intensify the opacity of fiber. With this purpose, TiO2 can be incorporated as a concentrated suspension in the solid polymer before extrusion reducing significantly the transparency of fiber[5]. This present study was conducted to characterize the sheath-core bicomponent fibers constituted by thermoplastic polymers (PE/PP) and TiO2.

According to Demirci et al.[4], the sheath-core bicomponent fibers have the sheath constitution a material with lower melting point than core material. In bicomponent fibers, PE is frequently used in the sheath whereas PP, polyamide 6 (PA6) and polyester, such as polyethylene terephthalate (PET) are the polymers most often used as core material. The polymers used in the core have usually the highest values of elasticity module than the sheath material and the transversal area of core is larger than the sheath.

One important polymer of great industrial importance is PE that is very used in the sheath because this polymer has played a good interfacial stability in bicomponent melt spun process due its thermal expansion and behavior very characteristic of PE[3]. Since 1950, the HDPE (high density polyethylene) is considered for perform superior mechanical properties in extrusion of melt fibers however the application of PP fibers in the nonwoven sector, particularly in medical and hygiene areas, had risen more recently[5].

The most important polymer used in the world is the PP. However, PP presents hydrophobicity, poor biocompatibility
and the low reactivity in the surface restricts its application. Many physical and chemical surface treatments were developed in order to turn the surface more reactive, such as: blending, surface coating, plasma treatment, gamma ray, UV (ultraviolet), ozonation treatment and chemical grafting.\(^7\)

The different characteristics of materials used in bicomponent fibers composition and the importance of appropriate manufacturing to attend the required properties to final product, address to an ideal characterization of the components to verify the real composition and, significantly, the spatial configuration of fibers.

Other application of bicomponent fibers consists in the enhancement of the structure of disposable hygienic absorbent products, such as disposable diapers, especially in a layer that has property of liquid permeation. As the absorbent layer is typically made from an absorbent material that includes natural fibers such as cellulose, fluff pulp fibers, cotton fibers, and rayon fibers, and a super absorbent polymer (SAP), after liquid is absorbed into the absorbent layer, the absorbent material of the absorbent layer tends to expand and become heavy causing an uncomfortable feeling in user. In order to perform a supportive structure to fix the absorbent material in place, the synthetic fibers are incorporated into the absorbent layer.\(^7\)

Several analytical techniques are applied to study these fibers. Meleiro and García-Ruiz\(^7\) conducted spectroscopic techniques in order to identify and compare different textile fibers with aim in forensic field. Microspectrometry in the ultraviolet-visible range and Raman spectroscopy were the main techniques studied in this scientific paper. They mentioned that UV-Vis microspectrometry is the first recommended technique, which is principally used to study the color of the fibers. Moreover, FT-IR spectroscopy is the recommended tool to determine the fiber nature that can be combined with Raman as a complementary technique to get a comprehensive analysis of textile fibers. Others analytical methodologies are emerging to the analysis of fibers traces, such as infrared (IR) chemical imaging spectroscopy and X-ray fluorescence spectroscopy.\(^8\)

Based on the combination of techniques, this present study is focused on characterize a bicomponent fiber by FT-IR spectroscopy associated with others different methodologies with purpose to contribute with new methodologies to forensic field, polymer and fiber characterization.

The FT-IR spectroscopy consists in one of many analytical tools that have been performed to characterize blends, especially when two polymers are in separate and distinct phases it is possible to assume that there are two different materials that not interact in IR spectrum, except in a possible interaction between the two phases. In the last case, the IR spectrum shows the bands derived of miscibility of polymers; on the contrary, it is feasible to determine the two polymers analyzing the blend by this technique.\(^9\)

Prati et al.\(^9\) studied IR spectra obtained by FT-IR microscopy which allies the images to analytical features of FT-IR spectrophotometer. FT-IR microscopy can be used in reflection and transmission modes. The ATR (attenuated total reflectance) objective is generally considered one of the more reliable methods to analyze cross sectional areas, due to the fact of register similar spectra collected by transmission mode. There are two precautions to be taken when this FT-IR technique is used; the contact between the crystal and sample should be suitable and, as the sample can slide on the crystal, it is necessary to verify if the area to be analyzed do not move during the spectrum register. Flynn et al.\(^9\) concluded that IR chemical imaging with sample preparation using DAC (diamond Anvil cell) accessory and ATR microscopy provides the spatial configuration of bicomponent fibers and chemical information of each polymer that composes the fibers as well if it is possible to detect the spectral differences between the two present components, once depending on the size of fiber diameter, the ATR microscopy does not allow spectral resolution to differ the polymers. For this reason, there are restrictions regarding to the ATR microscopy mode.

In this present study, three non-destructive FT-IR techniques were performed given that two by transmission mode (with and without microscope), PAS (photoacoustic spectroscopy) and reflection mode which consists of DRIFT (diffuse reflectance infrared Fourier transform) and UATR (universal attenuated total reflectance) in order to investigate the surface and core of bicomponent fiber. Basically, the study was conducted employing: SEM images to characterize the sheath-core configuration and width of each layer; thermal analysis to determine mass loss during thermal degradation; FT-IR and ultraviolet and visible (UV-VIS) spectroscopy to characterize known components. Related to inorganic content, TiO\(_2\), analysis by FT-IR transmission mode of fiber calcination residue were carried out with purpose of identify the type of TiO\(_2\) crystal added to polymer of the bicomponent fiber studied in this paper. Additionally to this, the bicomponent fibers were also studied by EDS to understand in which part of sheath-core bicomponent fiber the titanium was incremented and other pyrolysis reaction of inorganic residue with potassium pyrosulfate with after color reaction with hydrogen peroxide was also performed to confirm the presence of titanium and to quantify this residue.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1 Sample

The bicomponent fiber 3 denier PE/PP supplied by Far Eastern New Century Corporation (Taiwan) was used. The composition of this material is known: PE, PP, blue dye and TiO\(_2\). As the dye has minimum concentration in the fiber, this additive was not part of the scope of this study.

2.2 Equipment/experimental conditions/methodologies

2.2.1 SEM / EDS

The samples were analyzed using FEI Quanta600 FEG. The images were acquired in SE (secondary electron) mode and different magnifications were applied (500x and 9500x). The EDS analysis with an acceleration tension of 15KV was used in backscattering mode. The samples were fractured after freezing in liquid nitrogen and the sputtering with platinum was prepared before mounted on SEM stub. The intention of this experiment was to analyze qualitatively the sample to study the elemental composition in each part of fiber and define the cross-sectional area to understand the type of bicomponent fiber. Moreover, the SEM technique...
allows to measure each part of bicomponent fiber and this resource was also taken in one fiber to understand mainly the width of surface layer, once the sample was studied by FT-IR surface modes: UATR and PAS.

2.2.2 DSC

The fiber sample was analyzed by equipment of PerkinElmer DSC 6000 and about 1.5 mg of sample was introduced into aluminum pan and then tightly sealed. One empty aluminum pan was used as a reference. With continuous nitrogen (N\textsubscript{2}) flow, the pans were heated until 200 °C at 10 °C/min and then cooling step was conducted at 20 °C/min until -40 °C, to arrange the crystals. After cooling, the second curve of melting was evaluated by new heating until 200 °C at 10 °C/min. The apparatus calibration was carried out with indium and zinc as standards. As the first heating step presents the shape memory, the polymer melting temperatures (T\textsubscript{m}) were taken from the second heating curve.

2.2.3 TGA

Pyris 1 TGA model (PerkinElmer) was used to determine the content of inorganic residue in the sample. About 3.0 mg of sample was weighed in the platinum crucible and heated until 800 °C with a continuous N\textsubscript{2} flow at 20 °C/min; then the atmosphere was shifted to synthetic air until 1000 °C at the same rate and the final temperature was hold for 2 minutes. The apparatus calibration was carried out with iron and nickel as standards.

2.2.4 Determination of TiO\textsubscript{2} through ultraviolet-visible (UV-VIS) spectroscopy

8453 model UV-VIS spectrophotometer (Agilent) was used to determine the absorbance at 410 nm using 1 cm quartz cuvette. The sample was carbonized in Bunsen burner until form a black residue and it was taken to a muffle furnace at 800 °C for 3 hours. The white residue formed after 800 °C was pyrolyzed with potassium pyrosulfate in Bunsen burner until complete the reaction. The solid formed was dissolved with sulfuric acid 50% in water and the reaction with 30% hydrogen peroxide (H\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{2}) was performed to achieve the yellow color to identify and quantify the titanium present in TiO\textsubscript{2}.

2.2.5 FT-IR spectroscopy

The transmission, reflection and photoacoustic modes were analyzed by Spectrum One. PAS mode (300 model supplied by MTEC, Inc.) and FT-IR microscope (FT-IR MIC) in transmission mode were conducted in Spectrum 2000 and AutoIMAGE PerkinElmer microscope, the both equipment were supplied by PerkinElmer.

PAS and reflection modes consist in FT-IR surface techniques whereas in transmission mode the IR beam pass through the sample and the spectrum represents all material that compose the sample. The reflection accessories used were: UATR and DRIFT. UATR consists of a composite Zn-Se diamond crystal that allows collect the spectra directly from the surface sample without any special preparation. The UATR spectra were collected over the range 4000 – 550 cm\textsuperscript{-1} (MIR- middle infrared region), gain 1 and 20 scans at resolution of 4 cm\textsuperscript{-1}. The background scan was obtained before the initiate the sample analysis and it was acquired without any material in contact with the crystal maintained dry and clean.

On the other hand, the reference material used to perform the background scan of DRIFT and PAS accessories were, respectively, calibration mirror and carbon black (supplied by MTEC Photoacoustic, Inc.). DRIFT spectra were collected over the range 4000 – 400 cm\textsuperscript{-1}, gain 1, 20% energy, 20 scans at resolution of 4 cm\textsuperscript{-1}. PAS spectra were collected over the range 4000 – 600 cm\textsuperscript{-1}, gain 1, 32 scans at resolution of 4 cm\textsuperscript{-1}, using helium gas as purge gas, mirror velocities to obtain the spectra: 0.05 and 1.00 cm/s. Transmission spectra were collected over the range 4000 – 400 cm\textsuperscript{-1}, gain 1, 20 scans at resolution of 4 cm\textsuperscript{-1}.

The conditions of FT-IR MIC in transmission mode were range 4000 – 700 cm\textsuperscript{-1} and 20 scans at resolution of 4 cm\textsuperscript{-1}.

The samples were prepared according to required preparation of each technique as following described:

- **Transmission mode**: this technique was used to identify the inorganic residue of sample. The fiber, as received, was prepared to be analyzed by transmission mode in this proportion 1:400 mg KBr pellet. The calcination of bicomponent fiber in muffle furnace was conducted before the preparation of KBr pellet (0.6:400 mg KBr). Moreover, the casting film was prepared dissolving about 20 mg of sample previously in 20 mL toluene (lightly heated) and then the thin film was formed by evaporation of solvent in a watch glass.

- **UATR mode**: the area of crystal that had contact with the sample was approximately 2 mm of diameter. The sample area was visually selected and the pressure about 120N was applied on the sample to ensure a good contact between the sample and incident IR beam, preventing loss of IR incident radiation.

- **FT-IR MIC transmission mode**: for transmission analysis using microscope, some fibers were disposed very straight in a support with a window to IR beam pass through the sample and acquire the IR spectrum. Background was collected adjacent to the sample through the air.

- **DRIFT mode**: the sample was tested directly in DRIFT mode using the macro sample support.

- **PAS mode**: the sample was also tested directly in this mode.

3. Results and Discussions

3.1 Morphology and elemental identification of fibers by SEM/EDS

The fibers were analyzed related to morphology and elemental identification as shown in Figure 1. The EDS detector coupled to SEM was used with objective to identify the chemical elements present in the layers of sample. A high accelerating voltage (generally higher than 10 kV) is required to excite the electrons of interest elements. This detector is largely used in material which composition has many elements[11]. Previous studies including SEM analysis of bicomponent fibers focused only in physical structure of the material[8-9].
As from images obtained by aggregated fibers (Figure 1a) and the cross-sectional fiber it was possible to classify as sheath-core because two layers are evidenced by Figure 1b, in which there is an inner layer with approximately 16.78 µm of diameter (core) with another one surrounded all inner layer with approximately 3.72 µm of width (sheath) in a cylindrical format. In order to investigate the chemical composition in the core and sheath, the EDS spectra were collected in backscattering mode and then the elemental analysis was performed in two points in which the beam is irradiated on a chosen area within the field of view. In the region 1 (core), it was observed only presence of carbon (C) as shown image Figure 1c; however, in region 2 (sheath) carbon (C), oxygen (O) and titanium (Ti) were identified according to Figure 1d. This technique SEM/EDS was also used in a recent paper to characterize iron as FeO nanoparticles present in bicomponent nanofibers composite12.

By EDS analysis it is possible to assure the presence of Ti and O in the sheath of bicomponent fibers indicating an increment of the additive TiO2 in the outside of fiber to give more opacity to material5. Nevertheless, more two studies were conducted to characterize and quantify this oxide in these fibers by colorimetric and thermal gravimetric methodologies. Otherwise, by FT-IR it was possible to characterize this inorganic additive by spectrum of calcinated residue. Once the EDS technique is dedicated to elemental analysis, the polymers that compose the bicomponent fiber can not be distinguished by this technique. For this reason, this study has proposed DSC analysis to find out the melting point of polymers and additional methodologies developed by FT-IR were performed with the purpose to enrich the characterization of polymers that compose each layer of bicomponent fiber.

3.2 DSC analysis

The polymers Tm was taken by second heating curve and this curve can be observed in Figure 2. The thermogram indicates two melting peaks in the second curve at 128 °C and 162 °C suggesting that the composition of the samples is based on PE and PP, once the Tm of each polymer is according to the literature13. As from these results, it is possible to suggest that the composition of sample is PE and PP, as mentioned by supplier. However, more studies are necessary to confirm this characterization and further understand what polymer is related to sheath and core. In order to achieve these objectives, these studies were performed by FT-IR.

3.3 TGA analysis

This thermal analysis allowed investigating the content of material composition, such as: volatiles components: 0.135% until 300 °C; polymeric degradation:
98.067%, 300 °C – 1000 °C and inorganic residue: 1.866%, at 1000 °C (Figure 3). The low concentration of volatiles and presence of additives used to facilitate the processing of material and modify the physical chemical properties of final product, normally, consist in organic solvents that degrade and volatilize before PE and PP degradation. These polymers initiate the thermal degradation at the same range of temperature when submitted to TGA analysis, so it is not possible to verify using this technique the composition in % of each polymer contained in the fiber. On the other hand, it is possible to verify that there is an inorganic residue present in the fiber composition, which means that, can be the TiO$_2$, a solid reagent very useful as filler in polymeric blends with properties to reduce transparency and turn the material more opaque as mentioned previously. In order to evaluate if this residue is TiO$_2$, a typical analysis by pyrolysis with potassium pyrosulfate and posterior reaction with H$_2$O$_2$ was carried out.

3.4 Characterization and quantification by colorimetric reaction

The colorimetric technique allows evaluating the reaction of ion Ti$^{+4}$ with H$_2$O$_2$ in sulfuric acid solution and evaluated by a calibration curve which obeys Lambert-Beer law (Lopes-Mollinero et al.$^{[14]}$). The result achieved by this colorimetric reaction and the intensity of color read in UV-VIS spectrophotometer was 1.81% of TiO$_2$. This data corroborated the value recorded in TGA analysis and confirmed presence of Ti$^{+4}$.

3.5 FT-IR characterization

Currently, there are available many modes to obtain FT-IR spectrum and some of them were chosen to investigate if a particular mode can be correlated with the measures obtained by SEM. In this manner, the characteristics of surface analysis by DRIFT, UATR and PAS were discussed especially addressing the sheath layer to enhance the understanding some results found using other analytical techniques. The FT-IR transmission mode was also aim of this present study by pellet and casting film and using microscope.

**Transmission mode:** the transmission mode used in FT-IR with KBr pellet sample preparation consists in the simplest and more used in routine analysis of solid samples. Basically, the IR beam pass through the sample and the spectrum reveals the components of inner and surface sample, evidencing normally the material in major concentration. The use of KBr pellets has been avoided in a routine because demands time and the quality of preparation are very significant to achieve a good spectrum due the bands of humidity coming from hygroscopic property of KBr$^{[15]}$. The 3 denier PE/PP bicomponent fiber was prepared with KBr (1:400 mg) forming a pellet (Figure 4) and a thin film was also evaluated by transmission mode after dissolving the fiber in toluene lightly heated forming a casting film (Figure 5).

According to Figure 4, the transmission mode FT-IR spectrum of pellet defined mainly IR absorption bands related to PE and oxide: in 1470 cm$^{-1}$ and 718 cm$^{-1}$ (PE) and 500 cm$^{-1}$ (oxide), marked with black stars. On the other hand, the spectrum of casting film by transmission (Figure 5) was crucial to define the presence of PP (marked with black stars, bands 1376, 1167, 997, 973 cm$^{-1}$) in the fiber since this polymer was not evidenced by pellet. In this case, the PE was also better defined and marked with red stars. These two sample preparations were chosen to attend the first classic mode to evaluate any material by FT-IR and compare this mode with other modern modes that provided more information about the composition of core and sheath, once the transmission mode is not selective to surface and analyze the sample as a whole. The importance to introduce the pellet was identified the oxide presence and the casting film allows to define the polymeric composition in the fiber.

In the Figure 4, the absorption bands in 3434 and 1631 cm$^{-1}$ are due the moisture present in the pellet. However, it was noticed that this sample is very difficult to grind and, for consequence, the pellet formed is not homogenous due the difficult incorporation of it in the salt. This analysis suggested the presence of only one polymer in the fiber,
PE. Since this technique has the drawback of moisture presence and difficulty to prepare a good pellet to analyze, other studies with different FT-IR techniques and accessories were carried out to drive this study to FT-IR analysis more reliable and feasible characterizing the composition of this bicomponent fiber.

Meanwhile, before starting the use of reflection and PAS techniques to analyze the polymers, the transmission mode using KBr pellet was also performed to verify the composition of the calcined residue of bicomponent fiber (Figure 6). It is possible to observe the presence of large bands at 671, 500 and 422 cm\(^{-1}\), marked with black stars, that constitute characteristic bands of metallic oxide, as reference spectrum of TiO\(_2\), according to Hummel\(^{[16]}\). The spectrum shown in Figure 6 was compared to the Hummel\(^{[16]}\) reference spectrum that mentions two types of TiO\(_2\) crystals: rutile and anatase, spectrum number 5438 and 5439, respectively. Although the spectrum obtained from sample calcination presents the characteristic bands of anatase and rutile crystal formation, the bands present more similarity to anatase crystal. According to Chen et al.\(^{[17]}\), TiO\(_2\) consists in a multicyrstal substance and the crystalline structures include brookite, anatase and rutile. Anatase and rutile are the structures more common to be used and they form crystalline structures in a tetragonal format and the rutile density is higher than anatase.

Valentim, Tavares & Silva\(^{[18]}\) studied the effect of TiO\(_2\) addition in ethylene and vinyl acetate copolymer and characterized this mineral by transmission under KBr pellets. The result obtained in their study showed IR absorption bands in the same region of bands showed in Figure 6, as expected: about 669-555 cm\(^{-1}\) (regarding to Ti-O-Ti), and a band at 3450 cm\(^{-1}\), which the authors attributed to hydroxyl group present in the oxide surface or moisture of pellet. In this current study, this last band was also observed and the authors preferred to attribute it just to the presence of moisture, since there was observed a band at 1640 cm\(^{-1}\) which is also attributed to residue of water in the pellet. According to literature\(^{[19]}\) the transmission mode is not applicable to surface analysis of oxide.

**FT-IR MIC transmission mode**: this analytical technique uses a combination of FT-IR spectrometer with a microscope and is considered an important forensic tool that detects and identifies the fibers. FLYNN et al. evaluated the application of infrared chemical imaging to analysis of bicomponent fibers and they discussed about transmission and ATR mode using FT-IR MIC, given that ATR mode is more dedicated to surface analysis and transmission mode elucidates the sheath and core components by the spectrum combination of the both parts of bicomponent fibers\(^{[1]}\). This present study investigated the sample by FT-IR MIC transmission mode in order to compare the results obtained using FT-IR MIC to casting film spectrum. Indeed, the result obtained by FT-IR MIC transmission mode as shown in Figure 7 corroborates the information reported by FLYNN et al. about this specific mode, because the sample spectrum yielded a combined spectrum of sheath and core components. Furthermore, it is possible to assure that this analysis showed sensitivity similar of spectrum obtained by formation of casting film, once the bands related to PE and PP were very well defined.
and interference fringing, normally expected to transmission analysis using microscope, was not observed.

For this reason, the spectrum recognized PE (marked with red stars) and PP (marked with black stars) as the IR beam passed through the sheath and core of sample, as shown in Figure 7.

**Reflection mode by DRIFT:** Differently of transmission mode that use KBr pellet, the reflection mode by DRIFT do not require sample preparation, therefore the sample is analyzed directly by this technique without any treatment. Moreover, the main benefit of this technique is based on the intensification of non-fundamental bands (combination bands and overtones). So, a spectrum more completed of sample can be acquired by DRIFT mode, when compared to transmission mode providing more information about the sample\[^{19}\]. However, as the interpretation of overtones and combination bands is not easy, the presence of these bands can cause a disturbance the process of spectrum interpretation. Generally, DRIFT spectra evidence surface coating and inner composition showing, in some spectra, large bands. In this case, the spectrum presented well-defined bands suggesting that the IR beam passed through by the surface in a depth with more 3 µm, according to results obtained by SEM images. The DRIFT spectrum shown in Figure 8, evidenced with excellent resolution, the presence of PE (duplet about 720 and 730 cm\(^{-1}\), marked with red star) and PP (1167, 997, 973, 841 cm\(^{-1}\), marked with black stars). As from this data, it is possible to confirm the presence of PP in the sample as supplier information, but it is unknown what polymer consists in the sheath and core by this spectrum. Furthermore, the spectrum also evidenced the presence of TiO\(_2\), once there was observed a large absorption band at 555 cm\(^{-1}\). The DRIFT analysis allowed to check the presence of PE, PP and TiO\(_2\) and consists in a good technique to analyze globally the fibers. For this reason, DRIFT definitely is not considered a selective technique.

**UATR reflection mode:** the UATR reflection mode was used by Noureddine et al.\[^{20}\] in studies of chemical coating in woven samples. This is considered a surface and non-destructive technique that use a zinc selenide crystal with diamond to analyze the surface material pressuring the sample against the crystal to assure that it has a good contact with the surface of sample and the incident IR beam, preventing loss of beam irradiation. As DRIFT technique, UATR does not require sample preparation and the sample can be analyzed directly. With the purpose to investigate the surface or the sheath of the bicomponent fibers, the result found of sample presented a typical spectrum of PE being observed characteristic bands of PE: 1470 cm\(^{-1}\) e 729 cm\(^{-1}\), marked with red stars. This result allows concluding that this polymer composes the sheath of fiber (Figure 9), once this technique examines the superficial part of the sample. According to data sheet of FT-IR equipment supplier, the zinc selenide and diamond crystal has 2.0 µm of IR beam penetration depth. Once the image (b) of Figure 1 (SEM) showed the width of external layer measures about 3.7 µm, it is clear that the IR beam penetrates the external side of fiber and did not reach the core of fiber, for this reason, the measures obtained by SEM were important to comprehend this surface mode and the spectrum resulted by UATR has corroborated the information described by equipment supplier.
In other words, UATR technique showed more selectivity to evaluate the PE in bicomponent fiber and confirm the presence of this polymer in the sheath.

**PAS mode:** the PAS mode is recognized as a near-surface and non-destructive analytical technique. This technique is based on the direct measure of absorbed energy by samples through a photoacoustic signal less susceptible to light scattering of particles present in the material[21,22]. The IR beam is absorbed by sample creating an induced heating due the absorption which provide a thermal expansion modifying the pressurization of inert gas present within the chamber and transforming this alteration of pressure in a photoacoustic signal detected by one microphone and then a spectrum is generated by a computer system. PAS represents a good technique to perform dark samples once as higher the rate of IR absorption better will be the photoacoustic signal[23]. Faster mirror velocities yield lower-intensity signals because the thermal diffuse depth decreases[24]. For this reason, more superficial layer has better resolution with increase of mirror velocity. The spectrum obtained of bicomponent fibers using PAS technique also include 100% PE and 100% PP materials used as standard (Figure 10). The image suggests that at slow velocity (0.05 cm/s) it is possible to observe the presence of PP, characteristics bands marked with black stars, corroborating the result found by DRIFT mode. Moreover, when the 1.00 cm/s is applied, the superficial layer is more evidenced and the spectra obtained are typical of PE, characteristics bands marked with red stars, as reported in UATR mode.

![Figure 10. PAS spectrum: (a) 3 denier PE/PP bicomponent fiber, as received, velocity = 0.05 cm/s; (b) 100% PP material – Velocity = 0.05 cm/s; (c) 3 denier PE/PP bicomponent fiber, as received, velocity = 1.00 cm/s; (d) 100% PE material – velocity = 0.05 cm/s. Bands related to PE (red star) and bands related to PP (black star).](image)

![Figure 11. Representative figure of 3 denier PE/PP bicomponent fiber showing the cross section of fiber and analytical techniques used to characterize PE, PP and TiO₂ in each bicomponent fiber section.](image)

Based on these results, a comprehensive study for characterization of bicomponent fiber can be summarized by a representative figure (Figure 11) which compiles the analytical methodologies used to determine the respective polymer and oxide that composed each part of fiber (sheath and core).

### 4. Conclusions

This present study started the elucidative process of 3 denier PE/PP bicomponent fiber with an analysis of imaging able to obtain a spatial configuration of fiber that clearly defined the fiber as the sheath-core structure. The EDS analysis was fundamental to prove that TiO₂ was added in PE bulk to compose the sheath. A non-destructive technique, the FT-IR analyses were essential to characterize each part of sample using modern accessories and, from the results obtained in this study, FT-IR spectroscopy can be considered the most important analytical technique to elucidate the polymer composition of each section of sheath-core bicomponent fibers. Once this study was focused on using different modes of FT-IR, it was possible to conclude that the feasible techniques to analyze the polymers of sheath (PE) and core (PP) structures were UATR and PAS. UATR was able to identify the component of more external layer and PAS revealed the components of both sheath and core, using different velocities. Other modes as transmission and DRIFT confirmed the presence of PE and PP in the whole fiber. Overall, this study provided a sequence of analytical methodologies that can be very helpful to understand since the spatial configuration until the real composition of sheath-core bicomponent fibers.

This study disclosed about the important role of FT-IR spectroscopy to elucidate the composition of sheath-core structure along with other analytical methods such as: SEM/EDS and DSC. Colorimetric assay was also conducted to confirm the presence of titanium detected by the EDS spectrum and the concentration of this inorganic residue found by TGA.
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